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It is a real pleasure to welcome you to Art4all,
probably the first international conference on the
amateur arts.
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Foreword

The information desk is situated in the foyer
of the Kleine Zaal of Muziekcentrum
Vredenburg.
The information desk is opened throughout
the conference. For all questions, please turn
to the members of the organisation.
For urgent matters during the conference,
members of the conference organisation can
be reached at:
+31 (0)30-2862286 or at +31 (0)6-20547075.

The origin of this project lies in a national Dutch
preoccupation with a number of questions pertaining to the nature of the amateur arts. In our
capacity as national platform for various disciplines within the realm of arts, we were interested
to know how many people engage in arts on a
regular basis, who these people are and what
moves them. We were very lucky to find a partner
in the Fund for Amateur Art and Performing Arts
(FAPK). Together, we financed two very different
types of research in the years between 1999 and
2001 so as to collect at least some quantitative
and socio-graphical data. The data were encouraging: they indicated that some 36% of the Dutch
population is actively and seriously involved in
some area of the amateur arts (research by
Motivaction, 2001). Socio-graphical research
gave us an indication of the preferences of different social groups within society as a whole.
These and other data will be computed and evaluated in a book, which will be published in early
autumn 2004.
In January 2003 our Platform presented these
figures as well as an outline of the national support structure for the amateur arts and a summary of current tendencies in a document entitled
Art to be Loved. After consultation with our colleagues of the FAPK, we then decided to extend the
scope of our research to the international field,
knowing very well that the notion ‘amateur arts’

itself is a point for discussion and perhaps controversy. However, we wished to find out more
about the essence, the economic and social
importance, quality and organisational aspects of
amateur arts, so everyone involved can learn
from the experiences of others and contribute to
the awareness of the values of an active cultural
field.
It has proven to be a worthwhile undertaking, not
just for us but for everyone involved both at national level and at international level. The organisers, in particular Machteld Dicke and Remko van
Bork of &Concept, have met with a great deal of
enthusiasm wherever they went on their fact-finding missions. It has been productive to become
acquainted with other people’s and other countries’ ways of dealing with ‘amateur arts and
artists’. And it has been rewarding to put together
a programme that - I am sure - will give everyone
involved new ideas and energy.
I would like to thank the province and the city of
Utrecht and Muziekcentrum Vredenburg for their
support, &Concept for their tireless efforts in
organising this event and my colleagues of the
steering committee for their pleasant co-operation. Special thanks go to the FAPK for this joint
initiative.
I trust the conference will be a source of inspiration for years to come.
Jeroen Schrijner
Chairman of the Dutch Platform for Amateur Arts (PAK)
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Many voluntary artists
see their involvement
mainly as a hobby, but
just as many are deeply
committed to their work.
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PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
FRIDAY 10 SEPTEMBER
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13.30 – 13.55 FOYER

■ PERFORMANCE BY LATIN CULTURE BRASS

14

14.00 – 15.15

■ WELCOME by Jeroen Schrijner
■ OFFICIAL OPENING
by State Secretary Medy van der Laan
■ SESSION 1 THE AMATEUR ARTS DEBATE
panel: Roger Fox (UK), Albert van der Zeijden (NL),
Ton Bevers (NL), Elfriede Baarn (NL), Loek Sijbers (NL)
moderator: Hedy d’Ancona (NL)

KLEINE ZAAL

13

15.15 – 16.00

FOYER

■ Tea and coffee BREAK
■ PERFORMANCE BY THE MULTICATS

16

16.00 – 17.15

KLEINE ZAAL

■ SESSION 2 THE AMATEUR ARTIST
keynote: Rob Boonzajer Flaes (NL)
panel: Tina Møller Jacobsen (DK), Karel Tomas (CZ),
Stefaan Gunst (B), Catherine Giffard (F)
moderator: Freek van Duijn (NL)
■ DISCIPLINE MEETING DANCE
interviewer: Aldrico Amando Felida (NL)
projects: ■ Community Dance (UK)
■ Fina Dance Art School (ANT)
■ Coaching the art of choreography (NL)

19

VIJVERZAAL

20

17.30

■ TRANSPORT BY BOAT to ZIMIHC for Art@Utrecht.nl

20

18.30 – 22.30

■ DINNER AND ART@UTRECHT.NL
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24

VIJVERZAAL

■ DISCIPLINE MEETING VISUAL ARTS
interviewer: Guilly Koster (NL)
projects: ■ Masterly Copied (NL)
■ Federation of Visual Artists in Surinam (SUR)
■ The Embroiderers’ Guild (UK)

13

14.15 – 14.45

GROTE ZAAL

■ PERFORMANCE Sing4All, conducted by Johan Rooze

25

14.45 – 16.00 KLEINE ZAAL

■ SESSION 4 QUALITY, CONCEPT AND EVALUATION
keynote: Rolf Witte (D)
panel: Ken Bartlett (UK), Thomas Hauger (DK),
Wies Rosenboom (NL), Elsbeth Rozenboom (NL)
moderator: Marja van Tienhoven (NL)

13

16.00 – 16.30 FOYER

■ Tea and coffee BREAK
INTERMEZZO by Het Kabinet

27

16.30 – 17.45

■ SESSION 5 AMATEUR ARTS AND SOCIETY
keynote: François Matarasso (UK)
performance : Stut Theater (NL)
panel: John Leerdam (NL), Nita Liem (NL), Donna Risa (NL)
moderator: Cas Smithuijsen (NL)

29

20.00- 00.00 FOYER/
KLEINE ZAAL

KLEINE ZAAL

SUNDAY 12 SEPTEMBER
32

10.30 – 11.45

VIJVERZAAL

■ DISCIPLINE MEETING CROSS-OVER
interviewer: Sanne van der Put (NL)
projects: ■ Amateur Arts Week - WAK (B)
■ Culture and School (NL)
■ Youth Culture Across Borders (DK)
■ DISCIPLINE MEETING MUSIC
interviewer: Hilbrand Adema (NL)
projects: ■ Musicians without Borders (NL)
■ Muziekcentrum Aslan (NL)
■ Felix (D)
■ YO! (NL)

FOYER

■ Tea and coffee BREAK

KLEINE ZAAL

SATURDAY 11 SEPTEMBER
21

10.45 – 12.00 VIJVERZAAL

12.00 – 13.00 FOYER

■ DISCIPLINE MEETING LITERATURE AND DRAMA
interviewer: Luuk Eisema (NL)
projects: ■ Jeugdtheaterschool [Youth theatre school]
Zuid-Holland (NL)
■ The Meeting Place 2005 (DK)
■ From afar from within (NL)

34

LUNCH BREAK

11.45 – 12.00
22

13.00 – 14.15

KLEINE ZAAL

■ GALA OF THE DUTCH AMATEUR ARTS
presentation by: Hans Smit (NL)

■ SESSION 3 AMATEUR ARTS AND ECONOMICS
keynote: Romuald Ripon (F)
panel: Hans Abbing (NL), Ben Hurkmans (NL),
Toon Gispen (NL), Ruud Wilmer (NL), Kris Lemmens (B)
moderator: Arjo Klamer (NL)

36

12.00 – 13.00 KLEINE ZAAL

■ SESSION 6 CLOSING SESSION
moderator: Jeroen Schrijner (NL)

13

AFTERWARDS

■ LAZY SUNDAY AFTERNOON SPECIAL
organised by ZIMIHC, 14.00–17.00 in Park Lepelenburg

The practising of
amateur arts has
always attracted more
young people than
adults.

MORE INFORMATION?
CHECK THE INFODISK IN YOUR CONFERENCE BAG

SIDE SHOW

DURING THE INTERMEZZOS YOU
WILL SEE THE FOLLOWING PERFORMANCES

FRIDAY 13.30 – 13.55 / FOYER
LATIN CULTURE BRASS
Latin Culture Brass is a ensemble of drummers and brass players from Spijkenisse.
The group consists of about 20 people, with
their background varying from Aruba, The
Netherlands Antilles, Surinam and The
Netherlands. They are 16 - 25 years old.
Their music is a melting pot of rhythmic
music originating from different parts of the
Caribbean, such as: merengue, soca,
calypso, bubbling, salsa and samba.
FRIDAY 15.15 – 16.00 / FOYER
THE MULTICATS
The Multicats is a group of virtuoso mouth
organ players. These players seek to make
the image of this instrument a sound one.
These ‘Harmonica-boys’ tour to play at festivals, including exotic spots as Singapore,
Detroit, Toronto, Cleveland and Niagara.
The trio consists of Piet Moerer (melody
player), Joop Winterberg (chords, leader of
the Multicats, also the co-ordinator of the
NOVAM [Dutch Organisation of Accordion
and Mouth Organ] and Luciën Winterberg
(bass, and son of Joop).
SATURDAY 14.15 – 14.45 / GROTE ZAAL
SING 4 ALL
director: Johan Rooze
Johan Rooze works in both classical and
jazz music. He works at the Conservatory in
Alkmaar and he teaches choral conducting.
He works in jazz education, is a conductor,
jazz pianist and singer. The Utrecht
Students’ Choir and Orchestra (USKO), the
‘Dudok-ensemble’ and the Utrecht Bach
cantata services are conducted by Rooze.
On this occasion, Johan Rooze will conduct
all Art4All-participants in an Art4All Sing
along: Sing4All!

SATURDAY 16.05 – 16.25 / FOYER
HET KABINET, SMALL SINCERITIES
DANCE ON LOCATION
Concept & choreography: Soosan Gilson in
collaboration with Het Kabinet
Dancer: Celine Louche
Cello: Oihana Arisizabal
Het Kabinet is a collective of professional
choreographers who organise dance production workshops with non-professional
dancers of all ages and abilities. Het
Kabinet produces site-specific dance performances and an annual dance theatre
festival on unusual locations.
Small Sincerities was, in its original setting,
part of a dance event titled Perception. This
project was created for a spacious location
where the audience was free to observe
the choreography from whatever angle and
distance they desired.

EXHIBITION: MASTERLY COPIED
What happens when amateur artists are
invited into a museum for visual arts and
when they are asked to copy a painting?
Some painters will literally start doing so
while others give their own interpretation.
A selection of the paintings that were produced for the project Masterly Copied is
exhibited in the small foyer.
AFTERWARDS
LAZY SUNDAY AFTERNOON SPECIAL
SUNDAY 14.00 – 17.00 PARK LEPELENBURG
Different performances on stage in the
bandstand in Park Lepelenburg. There will
be shows by Saxophone orchestra
Cabrales, who play mainly film music from
different composers. Also flamenco dance
with a special guest appearance of a
horse! A silent disco and location theatre
will be there as well!
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SESSION 1
KLEINE ZAAL 14.00 – 15.15

Opening

Opening Art4all, the First International Conference on Amateur Arts.
Welcome by Jeroen Schrijner, chairman of the Dutch Platform for
Amateur Arts and director of Unisono. Unisono is the national centre
for the development of amateur music.
The conference will be officially opened by Ms. Medy van der Laan,
State Secretary of Education, Culture and Science.

The Amateur Arts Debate
INTRODUCTION
The Amateur Arts Debate
We will kick off the conference with a discussion
about concepts and definitions: what is the key
characteristic of the amateur arts? What do we
mean by it? What is the purpose of it? What are
we actually talking about when we refer to this
specific field of cultural activities?
In order to understand each other during this
conference it is important to fine-tune our ideas,
concepts and definitions of the amateur arts.
What connotations do we have when we mention amateur artists?
If we want to have a fruitful conversation we should
be attuned to each other. If we want to make the
amateur arts a topic for discussion for policymakers, we should define what they are. If we want
to do research in this field, we should formulate
definitions and collect data on key characteristics.
In every culture and country the definition of the
amateur arts will be different. In the Netherlands
you will find that education and a financial component are essential in the definition of the amateur arts. These are concepts that are not main
components in, for instance, Surinam.
We also should identify the borders of these concepts: what distinguishes the amateur arts from
their surroundings or is it even possible to set
clear-cut boundaries? Is there perhaps also something like a grey area? And where will we find

these boundaries of the concept of the amateur
arts? In professional arts? Handicrafts? Folklore?
Social work or welfare? Community arts? And in
what way can we ever clearly distinguish the
amateur arts from arts education?
And last but not least: what’s in a name…
Here and there different names are being used for
the same concept of amateur arts, for instance:
voluntary arts. Amateur arts sounds amateurish…
and that’s not what we are talking about, or is it?
Let’s hope that the members of our forum can
provide us with a starting point for fruitful conversation and discussion during the conference.
MODERATOR:
Hedy d’Ancona (NL)
Hedy d’Ancona started a career in the field of
television journalism and subsequently moved on
to take up politics at national and European level,
representing the Dutch political party PvdA (Social
Democrats). Her career includes the positions of
State Secretary of Social Affairs and Minister of
Welfare, Health and Cultural Affairs. She has been
member of the European Parliament twice.
Currently she is board member of the
Museumjaarkaart foundation, the Nederlandse
Dansdagen (Dutch Dance Days) and Film by the
sea (Film festival Vlissingen). She is chairman of
the board of the FKU (Federatie Kunstuitleen,
Federation of local Art Rental Shops), MTNL (Multi
Cultural Television Netherlands) and Nicam
(Kijkwijzer, The Netherlands Institute for the
Classification of Audio-visual Media).

Friday 15

MEMBERS OF THE DISCUSSION PANEL:
Roger Fox (UK)
Roger Fox is Chief Executive Officer of Voluntary
Arts Network (VAN), the organisation for the
support of the amateur arts in the United
Kingdom.
Albert van der Zeijden (NL)
Dr. Albert van der Zeijden is Senior researcher at
the Nederlands Centrum voor Volkscultuur, the
national institute for folk culture in the
Netherlands. Folklore is about dance, music, art
and craft, often described as community arts.
UNESCO uses the term intangible heritage, which
includes amongst other things the performing arts.
Ton Bevers (NL)
Ton Bevers is professor of Arts and Culture Studies
at Erasmus University Rotterdam, the Department
of History and the Arts. His publications are in the
field of cultural theory, sociology of culture,
sociology of art and cultural policy.

Elfriede Baarn (SUR)
Elfriede Baarn is president of the NAKS, the largest Afro-Surinamese institution for cultural education in Surinam. She also directs amateur theatre. Her theatre plays are staged in Surinam,
Curaçao, Belgium and the Netherlands. Besides
this she works as a mentor for the National
Women’s Movement (NVB).
Loek Sijbers (NL)
Loek Sijbers studied Direction and Production at
the Theatre Academy of Maastricht. He worked
as a director both in professional theatres as
well as in amateur theatres. Among many other
performances he made a music-theatre performance with Rowwen Hèze, a well-known popgroup from the south of The Netherlands
(Limburg). Currently he works as projectleader
Culture for the Province of Noord-Brabant.

FRIDAY

SESSION 2
KLEINE ZAAL 16.00 – 17.15

The Amateur Artists
INTRODUCTION
The Amateur Artists
Who are they, those amateur artists? What do
we know about them? How many are they? Are
we talking about middle-aged women or the
opposite? Are these differences explicable along
the lines of the boundaries of the different countries that are represented at this conference?

16 Friday

looks at the background of the amateurs (education, age, sex) and gives an overview of their set
of (cultural) values.
In France, also a lot of research has been carried out among amateur artists. Thanks to this
we now know that 21% of the French amateur
musicians did not initiate musical activities by
themselves: mostly the parents are responsible
for these applications… And, French amateur
painters do like Monet and do not like Picasso…
Research shows the importance (or size) of the
sector and seems to suggest a large degree of
diversity between the artists: it is about time for
a comparison!
Rob Boonzajer Flaes will explain the Dutch
situation to us.
KEYNOTE SPEECH BY
Rob Boonzajer Flaes
Rob Boonzajer Flaes is anthropologist. He is the
founder and director of QRA, an agency for cultural advice and culture management. He works
as a consultant. He is former crown member of
the Cultural Council.

MEMBERS OF THE DISCUSSION PANEL
Tina Møller Jacobsen (DK)
Co-ordinator of the AKKS (Amatørernes Kunst en
Kultur Samråt) [Danish umbrella organisation for
the Arts and Culture].
Karel Tomas (CZ)
Co-ordinator of Nipos (National Information and
Consulting Centre for Culture) /Artama, the national governmental institute for the amateur arts in
the Czech Republic, coming under the ministry of
Culture.
Stefaan Gunst (B)
Stefaan Gunst is director (since August 1st 2004)
of the Vlaams Centrum voor Amateurkunsten
(VCA) [Flemish Centre for Amateur Arts]
Catherine Giffard (F)
Catherine Giffard is assistant director of the
Music, Dance and Theatre department of the
French Ministry of Culture. She is responsible for
the Artistic Education and Practice of Amateur
Arts.

MODERATOR
Freek van Duijn (NL)
Freek van Duijn (NL) is director of Frame. He is
former director of the RO-Theatre and former
director of Musis Sacrum, the concert hall and
theatre of the city of Arnhem.

Does every art discipline have its own stereotype kind of practitioner? What is the image of this
amateur? What is his driving force? How do
amateurs value their work?
In the past few years a lot of research has been
done in the field of the amateur arts in The
Netherlands. 36% of the Dutch practise amateur
arts over 50 minutes per week (research by
Motivaction, 2001). That is quite something! The
survey lists the division in the various disciplines,

Friday 17

FRIDAY

DISCIPLINE MEETING
VIJVERZAAL 16.00 – 17.15

Dance
INTERVIEWER
Aldrico Amando Felida (NL)
Aldrico Amando Felida is policymaker for the
national centre for Amateur Dance in Utrecht
(LCA), which is among other things responsible
for dance subsidy and choreographic coaching.

What distinguishes the
amateur arts from its
surroundings or is it
even possible to set
clear-cut boundaries?

COMMUNITY DANCE AND DANCE PROJECTS
The Foundation for Community Dance is the national development agency for community dance.
They work across the UK and internationally to
support increased access to and participation in
dance. Established in 1986, the Foundation is a
membership organisation with 1,285 individual
members, and 301 corporate members - representing in excess of 4,200 professional dance artists,
teachers, organisations, companies and managers.
The central premisse is that everybody can and
does dance - and through the act of dancing, creating dances, performing dances and developing a
critical stance in relation to those dances a number of essential human benefits follow: creativity
and focused expression, self esteem and personal
development, social skills and responsibilities,
improved health and wellbeing and cultural and
community identities.
PRESENTATION BY
Ken Bartlett (UK)
Ken Bartlett is director of the Foundation for
Community Dance. He also is examiner of the MA
in Choreography Course at Middlesex University,

Chair of East London Dance, a Board member of
Yorkshire Dance, a member of ACE Steering Group
on Social Inclusion Research and the Steering
Group for Dance Included. He is a member of the
national steering group on dance and disability
and has previously taught and lectured in the
USA, Australia, Latin America and Europe.
FINA DANCE ART SCHOOL
In 1983 the Fina Dance Art School was established, a.o. by Fina Ferreira who in the seventies
left The Antilles for the Netherlands to study at
the Scapino Dance Academy in Amsterdam.
Today, the dance school employs five people
who teach 350 pupils in various kinds of dance.
The following lessons are offered: dance for
toddlers, classical ballet, modern dance, jazz
dance, tap-dance, break-dance, salsa, aerobics
and callanetics.
On tropical islands, like The Antilles, salsa and
merengue come naturally. Classical ballet is
quite a different ball game.
The fact that the islands are very small-scale,
makes that there are not a lot of opportunities to
find new partners for exchange, innovation,
retraining or finding sponsors or new grants.
Although in some, more Latin-oriented countries
like Brazil, Cuba and Argentina, dance is a highly
valued performing art, The Fina Dance Art
School does not look so much at these countries
for inspiration. Two other countries are used as
an example; The Netherlands and the United
States, although The Netherlands are far away
and the United States are too expensive.

Friday 19

PRESENTATION BY
Fina Ferreira (ANT)
Fina Ferreira is director of the Fina Dance Art
School in Willemstad Curaçao.
COACHING IN THE ART OF CHOREOGRAPHY
This project is all about coaching -young- dancemakers, who make dance with and for amateur
dancers. This lecture demonstration with video
illustrations gives insight into methods of coaching in the art of choreography. The methods
shown have been developed by the LCA
[National Centre for Amateur Dance] and by the
coaches / choreographers / theatremakers the
LCA works with.

PRESENTATION BY
Petra van Aken (NL)
Petra van Aken is artistic director of the choreographers’ collective Het Kabinet in Amsterdam.
Since 1994 Het Kabinet has been producing theatre performances at diverse locations with
young people, amateurs and semi pros. Petra
van Aken also works as a choreographer and
dance coach.
Soosan Gilson (NL/UK)
Soosan Gilson is choreographer of Het Kabinet.
Het Kabinet is a collective of professional choreographers that organises dance production workshops with non-professional dancers of all ages
and ability. Het Kabinet produces site-specific
dance performances and it organises an annual
dance theatre festival at unusual locations.

FRIDAY
ZIMIHC 16.30 – 22.30

By ZIMIHC
Bouwstraat 55, Utrecht
(+31) (0)30-2723455
ZIMIHC means “Zat Ik Maar In Hoog Catharijne”
(if only I were in Hoog Catharijne). Hoog
Catharijne is a 1970’s shopping mall in Utrecht,
next to Vredenburg, the Art4All-conference
venue. The name ZIMIHC originates from the still
existing poetry band that had to seek shelter
from the rain while playing in the open air and
found it in this mall. A mere 15 years later
ZIMIHC is the centre for the amateur arts in
Utrecht, both city and province.
On the first evening of this first international con-
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PROJECTS
★ Finalists of the Geheim van Utrecht [the
Secret of Utrecht] on board during the boat trip
★ installation of visual arts
★ i Dans and theatre group Slufter
★ Presentation of a 14th century music project
by Joost de Groot and Surinam singing by
Bromty Dyari

★ Kuub, installation of visual arts with
video footage by amateur artists
★ Theatre duo Fools with Alchemist
★ exposition of visual arts amateurs from
Utrecht (2D and 3D)
★ Brazil Jazz by Sebastião and Surinam singing
by Bromty Dyari
★ Tango by El Gaucho
★ Folk group Madlot

SATURDAY

DISCIPLINE MEETING
VIJVERZAAL 10.45 – 12.00

EVENING PROGRAMME
Art@Utrecht.nl

PROGRAMME

ference on amateur arts ZIMIHC is proud to invite the participants of the conference to a lively
and diverse programme. From the Vredenburg
music theatre you will be taken to the canalboats that will bring you to the venue.
Transportation by boat links up directly with the
sessions in Muziekcentrum Vredenburg. At 17.30
hours the first boat will leave for Art@Utrecht.nl,
the second one half an hour later, at 18.00 hours.
In your conference bag you will find a “ball-booklet” with the full programme of the evening. Of
course, food & drinks will be served! Hopefully
you will enjoy the programme that has been put
together for you, with artists from our very own
province and town. See you at ZIMIHC!

Literature and drama
INTERVIEWER:
Luuk Eisema (NL)
Luuk Eisema is theatre consultant for the province of Friesland. He works at Keunstwurk and
also is an advisor for the Dutch Fund for Amateur
Art and Performing Arts.
JEUGDTHEATERSCHOOL ZUID-HOLLAND (NL)
The Jeugdtheaterschool Zuid-Holland [youth theatre school] in Gouda aims at stimulating children
and young people to make theatre a meaningful
part of their lives. The following activities bring
these aims into practice: acting classes, theatre
productions, projects for arts education and programming and staging home theatre productions
in ‘t Gouwe Huis. Many functions are combined:
the Jeugdtheaterschool is a school and a theatre
company, an office for project organisation and a
theatre with rehearsal rooms and classrooms.

PRESENTATION BY:
Theo Ham (NL)
Theo Ham is the artistic and general director of
the Jeugdtheaterschool Zuid-Holland. Originally,
he is a drama teacher.
PERFORMANCE
TWO PAINTINGS PART 1:
DE GEVALLEN ENGEL [THE FALLEN ANGEL]
A painting (1880) by Odile Redon inspired two
theatre students to perform a monologue from
Lucifer by 17th century Dutch poet, Joost van
den Vondel. They will perform this piece once in
the Dutch language and once in the Moroccan
language (Berber).
Actors: Khalid Mourigh and Rens van der Rijdt.
THE MEETING PLACE 2005 (DK)
Amateur theatre groups from all over the world
will meet in western Jutland from 7 - 15 October
2005, for a weeklong amateur theatre festival

Saturday 21

that focuses on the life and universe of Hans
Christian Andersen.
The festival, which will take place under the
name The Meeting Place 2005, is organised by
Landsforeningen for Dramatisk Virksomhed,
DATS (Dansk Amatør Teater Samvirke) [The
Danish Amateur Theatre Association].
The festival is supported by Hans Christian
Andersen 2005 as a part of the international
celebration of the writer's 200th birthday.
The Meeting Place 2005 will reflect Hans
Christian Andersen's global significance by
putting together a series of high-quality amateur
theatre productions from around the world. 12
International and 2 Danish theatre groups have
been invited to participate in the festival, which in addition to the theatrical performances - will
be built around workshops, lectures and an
international symposium.
PRESENTATION BY:
Thomas Hauger (DK)
Thomas Hauger is Secretary General of the

DATS, The Dansk Amatør Teater Samvirke
[Danish Amateur Theatre Association] and of the
North European Amateur Theatre Alliance.
FROM AFAR FROM WITHIN
Literature from afar from within is a writing course which is given to an organisation for refugees. The idea is that the students, coming from
all over the world, learn to express themselves in
Dutch. It is not only about learning skills for
expression, but also to be able to tell the stories
they were never able to share. This course provided beautiful en sometimes moving stories,
observations, columns and fables. Marzieh
Dadvar reads one of her stories.
PRESENTATION BY
Marzieh Dadvar en Pim Wiersinga
Pim Wiersinga is an novelist and teacher of writing. He gives, among other things, courses at the
Schrijvers Vakschool in Amsterdam, an education
for professional writers. Marzieh Dadvar is one of
his students from a course he gave to an organisation for refugees in the region Rotterdam.

SATURDAY

SESSION 3
KLEINE ZAAL 13.00 – 14.15

Amateur Arts and Economics
INTRODUCTION
The Amateur Arts and Economics
The amateur arts and finances, amateur artists
and economic values; at first glance this is not a
very fancy combination. Nevertheless, the amateur arts have an important economic dimension.

22 Saturday

Almost every amateur artist spends money on
materials or education. For big productions,
large amounts of money are needed. An average
amateur opera production in the Netherlands
has a budget that easily exceeds € 50,000!! To
keep the infrastructure working, financing is
needed on a regular basis.
Let’s take a look inside the backing organisa-

tions. Commercial companies, the local or national government, private funds; they all have different motives to promote, subsidise or provide
for sponsorship. Why do they contribute to the
amateur arts and how do they make choices in
these matters?
We will start with the macroeconomic impact of
the amateur arts. Romuald Ripon has carried out
a survey on total expenditure on the amateur
arts in France. He shows that the amateur arts
seem to be more of an economic motor than we
might have thought.
KEYNOTE SPEECH BY:
Romuald Ripon (F)
Romuald Ripon studied the economic significance of the amateur arts in France, raising the
question: how much does the amateur artist
spend annually and what does this mean to the
French economy in the cultural area? He also
studied the role of national organisations for the
development of the amateur arts in France. He
currently co-ordinates the public surveys at the
Bibliothèque Nationale de France [French
National Library].
This keynote speech has been prepared in close
co-operation with Olivier Donnat. By order of the
French Ministry of Culture, Olivier Donnat studied the range of practices, the age groups, the
inspiration and ambitions of the amateur artist in
France, per discipline.
MODERATOR:
Arjo Klamer (NL)
Arjo Klamer is professor of the Economics of Art
and Culture at the Erasmus University Rotterdam,
Department of History and The Arts. The focus of
his research relates to issues in the world of the
arts and brings the cultural dimension of economic life to the fore. His research shows that values
matter to people and their countries' economies,
but how do we go about ‘pricing’ things like
beliefs, rituals and sacred places?

MEMBERS OF THE DISCUSSION PANEL:
Hans Abbing (NL)
Hans Abbing is a painter, a photographer and an
economist. As economist he lectures at the
Faculty of History and Arts at the Erasmus
University in Rotterdam.
He published: Why are Artists Poor? The
Exceptional Economy of the Arts.
Ben Hurkmans (NL)
Ben Hurkmans is director of the Dutch Fund for
Amateur Art and Performing Arts.
The Fund for Amateur Art and Performing Arts is
the national fund in the Netherlands that gives
grants to amateur artists and professional performing artists, groups and ensembles whose
projects contribute to the quality, advancement
and variety of the arts and their dissemination
abroad. The Fund also takes part in cultural and
political debates and promotes both sectors in
the Netherlands and abroad.
Toon Gispen (NL)
Toon Gispen is the alderman for culture of the
city of Utrecht, representing the Leefbaar
Utrecht party.
Ruud Wilmer (NL)
Ruud Wilmer is commercial director at
Koninklijke Talens [Royal Talens], a company for
the production of all materials for the visual
artist.
Kris Lemmens (BE)
Kris Lemmens works at the Ministry of the
Flemish Community in the department of general
education and libraries. He is responsible for the
cultural cell within this department.
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SATURDAY

DISCIPLINE MEETING
VIJVERZAAL 13.00 – 14.15

Visual Arts
INTERVIEWER:
Guilly Koster (NL)
Guilly Koster is a multimedia specialist and also
the presenter of many programmes, including
the Cultuurfabriek [Culture factory].
MASTERLY COPIED
What happens when amateur artists are invited
into a museum for visual arts and when they are
asked to copy a painting?
Some painters will literally start doing so and will
use all their experience, knowledge and craft in
the exact copying of the painting; in the end the
paintings are supposed to be exactly alike.
But most painters will start interpreting the painting. They intend to make a personal, modernised
or even improved version of the original painting.
A selection of the paintings that were produced
in this project Masterly Copied are displayed in
the exhibition in the small foyer.
Francis Kilian will tell us in what way the amateur painters have made the museum pieces
their own pieces.
PRESENTATION BY:
The presenter of this project will be announced
during the conference
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THE FEDERATION OF VISUAL ARTISTS IN
SURINAM (FVAS)
The FVAS was established in Paramaribo, the capital of Surinam, South America on 17 October 1998.
The main objective of the FVAS is: bringing together all different art groups, individual artists, art
promoters, art galleries and all institutions dealing with art, in order to work together for the
benefit of all concerned and to promote visual
arts in Surinam.
Since its foundation the FVAS has been networking nationally and internationally. Exhibitions
have been organised, art manifestations and
seminars have been held, all accompanied by
publications.
Through FVAS, Surinam was able to participate in
Carifesta 7, Cariforum exhibition Between Lines and
the IV and V Caribbean Biennial in Santo Domingo,
Dominican Republic. FVAS members made a great
contribution to Carifesta 8 in Surinam.

PRESENTATION BY:
Kit-Ling Tjon Pian Gi (SUR)
Kit-Ling Tjon Pian Gi is secretary of the
Federation of Visual Artists in Surinam.
THE EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD
The Embroiderers’ Guild is the largest craft organisation in the United Kingdom with 14,000 members and a subscriber base of 25,000. Many of
the members are part of a network of 328 branches throughout the UK and each of these branches has its own self-devised programme of
activities. The centre at Hampton Court Palace
also has a programme of activities (exhibitions /
courses, etc.) though space is limited and exhibitions are held throughout the country. The Guild
is a registered museum with over 11,000 embroidered items. Because of the space restrictions in

the current centre there are plans to build a new
centre for embroidery in Manchester in the north
of England.
Although the Guild is a keen supporter of the
heritage of embroidery it is also active in promoting both contemporary amateur and professional embroidery. The open international biennial
exhibition Art of the Stitch (and its accompanying exhibition sample) came to Europe for the
first time last year, to the Netherlands Textile
Museum in Tilburg. Information about these exhibitions can be found on the website
www.embroiderersguild.com.
PRESENTATION BY:
Chris Berry (UK)
Chris Berry is Chairman of the Embroiderers’ Guild.

SATURDAY

SESSION 4
KLEINE ZAAL 14.45 – 16.00

The FVAS started with artists working and living
in Surinam. Amongst them are older reputable
and younger upcoming artists. Art promoters and
galleries are also affiliated to FVAS.

Quality, Concept and
Evaluation

Today, with artists travelling around the world,
the FVAS has members who do not live and work
in Surinam at the moment, but still like to be part
of the organisation.
The FVAS continues developing programmes and
networking with other organisations, national
and international ones, in the field of the arts and
culture.

INTRODUCTION
Quality, Concept and Evaluation
In some countries social relevance or other supposed forms of benefits stemming from the amateur arts provide for legitimate reasons for
governments to interfere. Sometimes the link to
the field of professional artistic production
makes interference rightful. In some cases the
value of the amateur artefacts or the value of the
artistic process in itself can form the basis for a

government to take measures.
Often governments, foundations and cultural organisations want to improve quality. But what do we
mean by that? What are we aiming at and in what
way can we bring this into practice?
And do we take note of the results of our efforts?
Did we actually manage to improve the quality of
the amateur arts in the past 30 years? Within the
field of arts education it is common practice to
work with curricula and educational plans. Also
systematic testing of quality is coming into fashion.
What is going on in the field of the amateur arts?
Rolf Witte will explain in what way the
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Cultural Competency
Record some background information
Why
Young people need more than a sound education in schools and vocational training. They
need skills that are not so much knowledgeoriented but geared towards the art of living
one’s life. Cultural education promotes the
acquisition of a host of key competencies:
creativity, team spirit and self-confidence,
perseverance and flexibility, organisational
and improvisation skills.
What
The entire process leading up to the finished
Cultural Competency Record is based on participation and reflection, including critical
reflection. The Cultural Competency Record
provides a snapshot of the competency profile
of a young person in relation to the project,
course, etc. described in the document in which
he participated.
How
The Cultural Competency Record is a portfoliotype educational passport. This record clearly
spells out what young people have learned on
top of the artistic skills involved. Professionals
in the field of cultural education observe how
the young person copes with the tasks defined
by the project. This is followed by a dialogue in
which the cultural educational professional and
the young person talk about their experiences.
This results in a description, the cultural competence record is filled in with a focus on the
individual strengths and skills of the young person involved.
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Bundesvereinigung Kulturelle Jugendbildung
(BKJ) in Germany developed a new quality measuring system, the Kompetenz Nachweis Kultur
[Cultural Competency Record].
KEYNOTE SPEECH BY:
Rolf Witte (D)
Rolf Witte was trained as a social worker, with
emphasis on social work with children and
young people. He undertook different activities
and followed training courses in the areas of
French-German youth exchange and amateur
theatre. From 1990 to 1995 he was director of the
Bayreuth International Cultural Youth Centre and
the French-German forum of Young Artists. Now
he is working as an international relations officer
and advisor at the BKJ (Bundesvereinigung
Kulturelle Jugendbildung) [the German Union of
Federal Associations for Cultural Youth
Education] in Remscheid, Germany.
MODERATOR:
Marja van Tienhoven (NL)
Marja van Tienhoven is chairman of the Advisory
Board of the Fund for Amateur Art and Performing
Arts. She has also worked in the policy field of
arts education.
MEMBERS OF THE DISCUSSION PANEL:
Ken Bartlett (UK)
Ken Bartlett is Director of the Foundation for
Community Dance, and also examiner of the MA
in Choreography Course at Middlesex University.
Thomas Hauger (DK)
Thomas Hauger is Secretary General of the
DATS, The Dansk Amatør Teater Samvirke
[Danish Amateur Theatre Association] and of the
North European Amateur Theatre Alliance.
Wies Rosenboom (NL)
Wies Rosenboom is dep. director of the LCA,
[National Institute for Amateur Dance], and senior officer for the policy of dance workshops and
management training.

Elsbeth Rozenboom (NL)
Elsbeth Rozenboom studied Dutch Language and
Literature in Nijmegen and Dramatology/Theatre
Science at the university of Utrecht. She works
as theatre and literature adviser/co-ordinator at

the Art and Culture Gelderland Centre. Till 2002
she directed also amateur theatre players.
Elsbeth Rozenboom is chair of the Amateur Art
and Cultural Education committee at the Raad
voor Cultuur [Council for Culture].

SATURDAY

SESSION 5
KLEINE ZAAL 16.30 – 17.45

The Amateur Arts and
Society
INTRODUCTION
The Amateur Arts and Society
The role the amateur arts play in society has
been acknowledged for over 30 years. Making
an arts product together, clearly contributes to
social cohesion. But this link can be viewed a lot
more directly: the amateur arts as a means to
improve society!
This theme is a topical one. On the other hand, this
phenomenon is not new. After a long period of
focusing on ‘l’art pour l’art’, there is a renewed
attention for this social angle and for social values
involved. For instance, the amateur arts do contribute to the recovering of self-esteem and mutual
respect in former warfare areas. Community theatre succeeds in making problems in old urban
areas visible, providing for opportunities and opening up for discussion.
New elan asks for a new banner: ‘community arts’
is what is happening at the moment. But: are we
still talking about amateur arts? According to
Francois Matarasso we are. He aims at making art

just as much as he aims at improving the world.
Listen and make up your own mind…
KEYNOTE SPEECH BY:
François Matarasso (UK)
François Matarasso is a writer and specialist in
cultural policy, with a practice that includes the
arts, libraries, museums and heritage, extending
across the UK and Europe. He spent fifteen
years working in community and local arts development, including visual and performing arts
before concentrating on writing and research.
Since joining Comedia in 1994, he has undertaken groundbreaking work on the impact of culture, including the development of new systems of
evaluation in the arts and the influential 1997
publication, ‘Use or Ornament? The Social
Impact of Participation in the Arts. He has undertaken work with the Council of Europe, UNESCO,
government departments, local authorities and
NGO’s as well as cultural bodies and foundations
in Europe, Latin America, Africa and Japan; his
work has been published in several languages.
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MODERATOR:
Cas Smithuijsen (NL)
Cas Smithuijsen is managing director of the
Boekman Foundation, study centre of the arts,
culture and related policies in Amsterdam. In
1997 he joined the board of the European organisation of CIRCLE (Cultural Information and
Research Centres Liaison in Europe) and was
co-organiser of a number of international conferences. At the moment he is involved in the preparation of a conference on artists’ careers and
higher arts education: A Portrait of the Artist in
2015 (Amsterdam, October 2004).
Cas Smithuijsen studied sociology and musicology at the University of Amsterdam, the
Netherlands.
PERFORMANCE:
Stut Theater
Stut Theater (Utrecht, The Netherlands) is a professional theatre company. With its qualifications
and skills in drama and theatre making, Stut
Theater facilitates the production of stage plays
with residents of ‘working-class quarters’ in the
city of Utrecht, the fourth city of The Netherlands,
and other social groups that likewise have little or
no access to facilities that allow them to express
their life experiences through drama.
These plays are based on experiences, stories
and attitudes of these residents. Stut Theatre
has developed its specific concept and method
of ‘community based theatre’ in over twenty-five
years of its existence. “If there’s just one institution that can achieve anything with art, and that
can lure people to attend a theatre performance
who otherwise never would do so, it is Stut!”
(Vincent Bijlo in Dutch newspaper Trouw – June
14, 2004). More information can be found on
www.stut.nl.
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MEMBERS OF THE DISCUSSION PANEL
John Leerdam (NL)
John Leerdam is a member of parliament for the
PvdA [Social Democrats] in the policy field of
culture and is former director of Cosmic theatre.
Nita Liem (NL)
Nita Liem is the artistic director of theatre organisation Don’t Hit Mama. Her way of theatre
making is inspired by Afro-American dance and
music traditions. Her network is internationally
orientated.
Donna Risa (NL)
Donna Risa (1970) is director of Stut Theater. She
is skilled in both social work and drama. Her long
experience in both provides her with a large network. Currently she is working both as a director
for Stut and as a specialist in theatre for young
people and as a teacher in in-school cultural
education (CKV) at a school for pre-vocational
secondary education (VMBO).

SATURDAY

EVENING PR0GRAMME
FOYER & KLEINE ZAAL 20.30 – 23.45

Gala of the Dutch
Amateur Arts

ACTS:

This evening will be a celebration of the amateur
arts in all its forms. The artists who will perform
for you this evening are both young and old but
they are all winners in their respective disciplines.
Contemporary classical musical performances
will be followed up by jazz; senior dancers choreographed by students take turns with young
people that are street-dancing. Film will be followed by theatre and so the whole range of disciplines in the amateur arts will be at the heart of
the first Gala of the Dutch Amateur arts.

20.00 – 20.20 Psalm 150
fanfare orkest [brass orchestra]

The performances will take off in the foyer at
20.00 hours and the rest of this festive evening
will take place in the Kleine Zaal and last until
midnight. There will be a half-hour break at 21.30
hours.
PRESENTATION BY:
Hans Smit (NL)
Hans Smit is presenter of the NOS News (Dutch
public network), before which he was the well
known presenter of the Jeugdjournaal [News for
youth], probably the newsprogramme with the
highest ratings. That’s why probably every person in The Netherlands under the age of twelve
knows him (and their parents too).
Hans Smit studied Press and Media Sciences. He
has a great love for theatre and culture, and presented many radioshows on culture and the media.
Hans Smit will host the Gala of the Dutch
Amateur Arts.

20.25 – 20.35 Two paintings (Part II)
De Gezusters [Sisters]. A play by
Jeugdtheaterschool Zuid-Holland
20.40 – 21.10 Eigen Fabrikaat [Home Made]
A film by André van der Hout
21.10 – 21.25 Moving from time
Choreography students of the HKA
with senior amateur dancers
21.30 – 22.00 Break
22.00 – 22.30 Stelspel
One-act play by Spot ‘70
22.35 – 22.50 W.I.U.
A dance production by
Danspaleis Fryslân
22.55 – 23.15 Be Sharp
vocal jazz group
23.20 – 23.30 Miss Thang
Dance solo Tâmara Gouw
Jongerentheater 020
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PSALM 150
Fanfare orkest [Fanfare Orchestra]
conducted by Tijmen Botma
Psalm 150 will be performing
★ Monuments of the Netherlands (Louis
Andriessen)
★ De Zwaanriddersage (Jan Bosveld)
★ Mala Gueña (E. Lecuona, arr. S. Nestico,
P. Digslager)
Director Tijmen Botma has worked with Psalm
150 since September 1997. They successfully
toured together, a.o. to the Wereld Muziek
Concours [World Music Contest] 2001. He also
conducts the Gelders Fanfare Orkest [Fanfare
Orchestra], the Nederlands Koper Ensemble [the
Dutch Brass Ensemble] and more.
Furthermore, he is active as a head master at the
Zwolle and Groningen Conservatories and he
teaches at the local school of music.
The Orchestra - which consists of 60 membersoften presents itself on competitive stages and is
successful in doing so. At the same time, Psalm
150 still is strongly connected to the local public
of their hometown, Dinxperlo. Here, they often
co-operate in church services, parades and
serenades.

JEUGDTHEATERSCHOOL ZUID-HOLLAND
Twee schilderijen [Two paintings] Part II
The Jeugdtheaterschool Zuid-Holland [youth
theatre school] aims at stimulating children and
young people to make theatre a meaningful part
of their lives. The following activities bring these
aims into practice: acting classes, theatre productions, projects for arts education and programming and staging home theatre productions
in ‘t Gouwe Huis. Many functions are combined:
the Jeugdtheaterschool is a school, a theatre
company, an office for project organisation and
a theatre with rehearsal rooms and classrooms.
Based upon two paintings from the collection of
the Catharina Gasthuis in the city of Gouda, the
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Jeugdtheaterschool has produced two theatrical
acts for the Gala of Dutch Amateur Arts.
De gezusters [Sisters]
De gezusters (1895) [Sisters] by William Bastiaan
Tholen was the starting point for the production
of a mini-opera. This opera is based on three
horrific rhymes from a children’s room by
Heinrich Hoffmann. Short impressions of evil…
Actors: Bart Hilgers, Esmee van Kampen,
Maarten van der Molen, Tibi Ocalia, Hannah
Timmers and Sanne Verkaaik.
Twee schilderijen is made by:
Theo Ham (director)
Hedwig Duykers (choreography)
Carolien Vogel (costumes)
Peter de Koning (music)
Esther Vierssen (scene)

EIGEN FABRIKAAT [HOME MADE]
A series of film portraits of several artists
(dvd; 30 minutes; André van der Hout)
This evening viewing of Home Made is the world
premiere of this award-winning documentary!!
There are about 3.5 million amateur visual artists
in the Netherlands. They dedicate themselves to
various disciplines such as: painting, drawing
and graphics, photography, video and digital
arts, textiles, sculpture and ceramics, enamelling, paper cutting and calligraphy. This film tells
us their story; it's not about organisations, structures or policies, it's the story of the artist himself.
Home Made shows a series of portraits of several artists whose creations are very different
from one another, but who all have one thing in
common: the passion for their story.
The Institution for Visual Amateur Arts (SBA)
commissioned for this documentary by André
van der Hout.

W.I.U.
Danspaleisproductie Fryslân
The performance W.I.U (work in progress) is the
result of eight encounters of choreographer
Ronald Wintjens with professional dancer Stefan
Ernst (Introdans and Conny Janssen Danst) and
ten amateur dancers from Friesland. An exploration within the bounds of professional theatre
dance and amateur dance. What are the differences, what are the similarities, where do you
draw the line and where do you come together?
Alinda van der Bijl, Ellen Hamersma, Harmien
Kazimier, Isabel Bosklopper, Jobetien Meeter,
Karin de Wit, Lieneke Mous, Lorien Waspe,
Marianne Hamersma, Sanne Hiddema, Stefan
Ernst (dancers)
Ronald Wintjens (choreographer)
Ellis de Raad (rehearsal)
Ronald Wintjens (scene)
Gon Baar (costume advice)
Otto Eggersgluss (design light engineering)
Jannes Noorman (music composition)
Hanneke Luit (production)

STELSPEL
Spot ’70 – Warmenhuizen
Two actors squeeze themselves in various scenes through the (im)possibilities of relationships.
Playfully, they envision in an absurd way, the
attraction and repulsion that couples go through.
Their conversation becomes like a life-and-death
struggle, their past is a cruel story, they love and
hate each other, everything gets out of hand.
This play originally was part of the project
Eenakter Anders. The challenge was taken up by
the actors to make a piece that is inspired by the
design of the scene. They had very limited time
to prepare (10 rehearsals only).

MOVING FROM TIME
Choreography students of the HKA
with senior amateur dancers
Choreography students of the HKA Arnhem and
senior amateur dancers joined in 2003 in a workshop called costumes & concept, developed by
Karisma Costumes, which resulted in 10 choreographies. Two of them were selected for Art4all.
Going in: secret through love
Danielle ES Brown (choreography)
Jan Visser, Danielle ES Brown
(performance and text)
Jan Visser, Bram Allard (sound editing)
Danielle ES Brown (costume)
Karisma Costumes (consulting & tailoring)
The Day After
Clare Dowling (choreography)
Ben Franke (performance)
Clare Dowling, Ben Franke, Karisma Costumes
(costume)

BE SHARP!
Be Sharp! is a Dutch a capella vocal group with
17 voices. Be Sharp! was founded in 1994 and
has its base in Utrecht. The group sings a cappella songs only, in any style they feel like. From
soulful ballads to funky pop songs and from
enthralling gospels to light-hearted theatrical
music. Their speciality: writing, producing and
playing complete a cappella theatre productions
in Dutch: ‘Zand erover’ (2000-2001) and ‘Golven’
(2003-2004).
The singers are all amateurs. However, they do
pursue perfection, with the help of professional
conductor Jetse Bremer. They work on sound,
but also on appearance; they feel variety in choreography is indispensable these days.
Be Sharp! will perform:

Job Raaijmakers (director)
Astrid and Frans Stam (actors)
Tineke Feijen (design)
Menno Hartenberg (technician)
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★ Golven [Waves]
★ SOS
★ Help
★ Ze heeft me geschreven [She has written to me]
And the following songs
★ Devil may care
★ Hijo de la luna
★ Think

Fusion of classical dance with modern dance
and streetdance/hiphop.
“Welcome into My Queendom
I prepared a place on my dance floor.
The time is now for you to party,
Dance to the beat of the drum give me
Some, cause I’m on fire, the flame’s too
hot to douse”

Jetse Bremer is conductor and composer/arranger of Be Sharp!'s music. He likes the ‘light
verse’ very much. The musicals and theatre productions for choirs that he has composed
recently are based on slightly ironic texts.

Tâmara Gouw
(choreography, dance and costume)
Anouk Saleming (text)
Monica Page (music editing)
Coen Wermers, Ingeborg Slaats
(light & sound engineers)
Tâmara Gouw (concept scenery)
Maxi Hill (artistic co-ordinator)
N.E.R.D, Beyonce, Wayne Marshall, Tchaikovski
(music)

MISS THANG
Dance solo by Tâmara Gouw
Jongerentheater 020

SUNDAY

DISCIPLINE MEETING
KLEINE ZAAL 10.30 – 11.45

Cross-Over
INTERVIEWER:
Sanne van der Put (NL)
Sanne van der Put is a dance teacher and choreographer who works both with amateur and
professional dancers. Some of her own productions also include the work of composers, video
artists, actors and writers.
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AMATEUR ARTS WEEK (WAK)
The WAK is an annually organised amateur arts
event. In 2005 the 10th event will take place. Lots of
amateur artists take part in this event; individually,
in groups or organised in associations. All disciplines can take part. The amateurs can get assistance from the local community services for culture;
many municipalities provide WAK co-ordinators.
At national level a lot of cultural and government
organisations support the WAK, including all
national umbrella organisations of the amateur
arts sector.

PRESENTATION BY:
Nicky Budts (B)
Nicky Budts is manager of Staff at the Vlaams
Centrum voor Amateurkunsten (VCA), [Flemish
Centre for the Amateur arts]. She co-ordinates
the WAK, the Amateur Arts Week.
CULTURE AND SCHOOL
Culture and School is a project of the Dutch
Ministry of Education, Culture and Science.
For children’s and young people’s development,
an intensive acquaintance with the field of art
and culture is of major importance. The improvement of the cultural competence of young people
is the leading concept for the Culture and School
project. The larger part of incentives that stem
from this project aim at stimulating the co-operation between schools and cultural institutions.
How can we get young people interested in the
arts and culture? That is a key question that a lot
of cultural institutions struggle with. Traditional
marketing does not seem to be effective.
Schools can make an appeal to external experts
such as artists or executives in the field of cultural
education: in the local network of in-school arts
education an important role is played by the supporting organisations that function as intermediaries between schools and cultural institutions.
In a number of European countries, projects
similar to this Culture and School project take
place. In The Hague a conference on Culture
and School will take place in the week preceding Art4all. Here the different approaches and
results in different countries will be compared.

PRESENTATION BY:
Jan Jaap Knol (NL)
Jan Jaap Knol works at the Dutch Ministry of
Education, Culture and Science. He is project
manager of the Culture and School project.
YOUTH CULTURE ACROSS BORDERS (DK)
Youth Culture Across Borders is a project for
young people, aged 13-20 years. The project
focuses on making visible and supporting the
development of cultural and artistic expression
and activities by young people. This is done by
raising questions like: How to create respect and
space for young people in the public area? How
to support cultural diversity? How to renew and
vitalise the cultural landscape among young
people/amateurs? Other objectives are: to support the development of young people’s participation in government, to meet other subcultures
and nationalities, to exchange experiences from
different countries and to create alternatives to
competitive mentality, talent shows and commercial exploitation. Youngsters from Sweden,
Norway, Germany, Poland, Latvia, Finland and
The Shetlands take part in this project.
PRESENTATION BY
Inge-Vibeke Kristiansen and Anja Aabenhus (DK)
Inge-Vibeke Kristiansen works as a cultural consultant at the Children and Culture Department of
the municipality of Nykøbing Falster.
Anja Aabenhus is a freelance project co-ordinator and trainer in the field of artistic and cultural
- local and international - youth work. She represents a youth organisation called Terra Nova.
Both are responsible for the co-ordination of cultural work with the different project groups.
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SUNDAY

DISCIPLINE MEETING
VIJVERZAAL 10.30 – 11.45

Music
INTERVIEWER:
Hilbrand Adema (NL)
Hilbrand Adema works at Unisono as a member
of staff for the repertoire section. He also is an
advisor for amateur music at De Kunst, the centre for amateur arts in Noord-Holland. He is a
musicologist.
MUSICIANS WITHOUT BORDERS
Musicians speak a common language. The language of music is one that all human beings
understand: it is a language through which we
can both understand our identity and celebrate
our diversity. Musicians without Borders uses
the language of music for reconciliation and
healing the wounds of war and ethnic tensions,
giving voice to the longing for peaceful, multicultural societies and helping to create a mentality
‘without borders’.
Musicians without Borders started during the
war in Kosovo, a spontaneous initiative from
musicians with a love for Balkan music and the
conviction that the arts could play an important
role in the search for answers to the age-old
dilemmas of conflict and identity.
Musicians without Borders is building a worldwide network of musicians and music lovers,
creating bonds between people and organisations who share this vision.
Musicians without Borders initiates projects in
countries suffering from war or the consequences of war (to date Bosnia, Macedonia and
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Kosovo), working co-operatively with local musicians and NGO’s (non-governmental organisations), creating artistic connections across ethnic and religious lines.
PRESENTATION BY:
Laura Hassler (NL)
Laura Hassler works at Unisono (the National
Centre for the development of Amateur Music)
MUZIEKCENTRUM ASLAN
The Muziekcentrum Aslan [Centre for Music
Aslan] in Amsterdam organises numerous activities in the field of music from Turkey. The most
important activities are music lessons, ensembles and festivals.

school meets the criteria, it gets a certificate
and the school is allowed to put a Felix sign outside the school. For nursery schools, this is a
positive way of contrasting with other schools.
The sign is valid for a period of three years. After
this period the school has to apply for a new
sign, which implies that it will be verified again
whether the school complies with the criteria.
PRESENTATION BY
Reinhard Stollreiter (D)
Reinhard Stollreiter studied Music and
‘Tondramaturgie’ [ Musiceducation]. Before his
today position as president of the ‘Berliner
Sängerbund’ and vice-president of the
‘Deutscher Sängerbund’, he was professor at
the ‘Hochschule der Künste Berlin’ FB Musikerziehung. He also is a choire-conductor for the
‘Deutscher Sängerbund’ he created the Felixaward in 1999.

YO! INTERNATIONAL YOUTH OPERA FESTIVAL
Yo! International Youth Opera Festival is a biennial
festival in Utrecht, the Netherlands. Since 2001,
Yo! has initiated a series of special projects for
the development of opera for young audiences,
like Yo! Laboratory. Yo! is inspiring a new generation of opera artists to create new repertoire
and it is building bridges between opera and
young audiences. The theme of the Yo! Festival
2005, community opera, has started a development project, researching diverse possibilities of
professional/amateur artistic co-operation. In
May 2004 children were involved as librettists in
the Opera uit het Hart [Opera from the heart]
project (30 mini-operas in a shopping mall). For
the Oerol Festival in June, artistic director
Anthony Heidweiller worked with local islanders
and professional singers on Peter Grimes’ themes on the beach.
PRESENTATION BY
Saskia van de Ree (NL)
Saskia van de Ree is producer of the Yo!
International Youth Opera Festival and Yo!
Laboratory (Utrecht, the Netherlands).

PRESENTATION BY:
Özkan Gölpinar (NL)
Özkan Gölpinar is a writer, journalist and policymaker at the Phoenix Foundation. He is advisor
of the Muziekcentrum Aslan.
FELIX
Felix is an award, created by the Deutscher
Sängerbund [German Singing Union], for nursery
schools where children sing on a daily basis in a
manner that is suitable for children, e.g. with
adapted pitches. Starting point of Felix is to
make the possibilities of the human voice accessible to young children.
Nursery schools that would like to work according to this teaching method can apply for a Felix
sign at the Singing Union. When a nursery
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SUNDAY

SESSION 6
KLEINE ZAAL 12.00 – 13.00

Closing Session
MODERATOR
Jeroen Schrijner (NL)
Jeroen Schrijner is chairman of the Dutch
Platform for Amateur Arts and director of
Unisono. Unisono is the national centre for the
development of amateur music.
FORUM DISCUSSION
What has the Art4all conference brought us? A
discussion panel will try to come to some concluding remarks on the various subjects that
have been discussed during the past three days.

The panel members will be invited during the
conference by the steering committee. The discussion will raise questions like: What are the
main conclusions of the conference? Have new
topics of importance emerged? If so, is there a
reason for a follow-up of the Art4all conference?
Where will we meet again? Which country will
host the next conference?

The amateur arts
from an international
perspective did not
seem to be a topic of
importance, as yet.

➪
THE AMATEUR ARTS
IN 11 COUNTRIES
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THE AMATEUR ARTS
IN 11 COUNTRIES
INTRODUCTION

THE AMATEUR ARTS
IN 11 COUNTRIES,
STATE OF AFFFAIRS
In preparing the First International Conference
on Amateur Arts, Art4all, we (the organisers)
have made an inventory of current data on the
amateur arts in the countries that were going to
participate in the conference. We had the following questions to which we wanted to find answers:
★ Is there any such thing as the amateur arts?
★ What is it called? What definitions are
in use?
★ Are any data or characteristics available on
the practitioners of the amateur arts?
★ In what way is the amateur arts sector
organised?
We wanted clear-cut definitions, figures and
structures, organisational diagrams… all in
order to make a comparison between the countries. We started with our own, Dutch perspective, because we had to start somewhere.

LET’S GO AND RESEARCH…
We started our research in the library.
The disappointment was obvious. We came
home with only 10 books and a small pile of articles, all about France.
The amateur arts from an international perspective did not seem to be a topic of importance,
as yet.
We paid many visits to the World Wide Web. We
started by searching for the amateur arts in all
languages known to us, using all search engines.
After that we typed ‘amateur theatre’, then ‘ama-
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teur music’ and then….
We surfed from Trossingen to Paramaribo, from
Leicester to Prague. We discovered that amateur
cooking in France is an important discipline! We
found about 300 useful email addresses, mostly
of umbrella organisations, federations and festivals.
We drafted a letter including the above mentioned questions and sent that letter by e-mail to
governments, orchestras, embassies, universities, etc. Nine times out of ten we didn’t receive
any answer. But sometimes we did, and those
times, we got elaborate answers. With some
people we have been corresponding for months.
First of all we came to the conclusion that things
are different everywhere. Denmark and Belgium
more or less matched with our own perspective,
but the other countries ‘did not want to’ adjust to
our Dutch structures!
Then we travelled… This spring we visited the
main amateur arts organisations in six countries.
Everywhere we were warmly welcomed. Our
topic suddenly seemed a lot more elaborate than
we had thought at first. Not only did we come
across many interesting differences, but it also
turned out that there exist numerous interfaces.
We only mention: practical ways of working,
social and cultural developments, problems and
solutions. And most important: the mutual interest in each other’s doings is clear.

RESULTS
None of the above mentioned questions was
answered completely. In most cases there is a
serious lack of information. Only some countries
have researched the practising of the amateur
arts. The facts, figures and funny stories we did
find, we have put on a CD-ROM for all conference participants.
In the following texts we have put together the
information about the countries that we found.

The texts are mainly meant as a starting point for
discussion and as background information on
the countries that are represented during the
conference. The information comes from different sources. Sometimes interviews have been
held, the Internet has been helpful and some
research reports have proven to be really informative. In some cases, countries even provided
us with information sheets that were drawn up
especially for this occasion.
The countries have been chosen by the Platform
for Dutch Amateur Arts. We chose the countries
that surround us, one country from Eastern
Europe, one country from Scandinavia, one
country from the south of Europe and those
countries that are the countries of origin of some
of the largest minority groups in The
Netherlands: Turkey, Morocco, Surinam and The
Netherlands Antilles. These groups also are to
be a part of the Dutch policy for amateur arts. In
order to include them properly in the Dutch policy, we should first collect data and gain knowledge on the practice of amateur arts in these
countries of origin.
Written by: &Concept, 2004

THE AMATEUR ARTS IN
BELGIUM / FLANDERS
In Flanders, the actual practice of the arts by
non-professionals is mainly rooted in the period
1890 – 1930. The autonomous way of organising
rises from a twofold emancipation movement.
Social and democratic developments stemming
from retreating government forces emerge in
Belgium with delay in comparison the rest of
Western Europe.
The cultural and national emancipation of the
northern part of Belgium – nowadays the federal
state of Flanders (6 million inhabitants) – is a
reaction to the neglect of the Dutch language
and culture by the unitary Belgian state. Since

its establishment in 1830 Belgium was governed
by the French-speaking minority.
The main developments in the organisation and
support of culture in Flanders have taken place
since 1970 when cultural autonomy was acquired. Particularly after the establishment of the
federal state of Flanders in 1980 things started to
happen.
In a period of 30 years the Flemish parliament
has ratified a series of decrees related to the
cultural domain. These decrees affected sociocultural work, youth work, library work, cultural
centres and (recently) also the (re)organisation

Flemish Centre for
Amateur Arts (VCA):
Support centre for the sector of amateur arts.
Assignment: organisation development, education, documentation and study, experiment,
communication and preparatory policy work.
Information: www.vca.be
10 national umbrella organisations: visual arts
(2), dance, music (4), theatre, literature and circus arts. Members: groups and persons.
Assignment: supporting local operations by
artistic, organisational and technical assistance, education, project work and to offer information, specific documentation and materials.
Information: www.amateurkunsten.be
Week of the Amateur arts: annual event organised by the Flemish Centre for Amateur Arts and
the local organisations. First edition: 1996
(always in the week of 1 May). Most Flemish
municipalities act as local co-ordinator.
Amateur artists and associations organise hundreds of art events and performances throughout
Flanders and Brussels, mostly with free admission. Information: www.wak.be
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of local cultural policy. The amateur arts are part
of the policy for socio-cultural work and are
organised and subsidised by a specific decree.
The amateur arts decree of 22-12-2000 organises
and subsidises a sort of organisational structure
that connects the fields concerned. From this
structure every inhabitant of Flanders should get
the opportunity to actively practise the amateur
arts and work on individual development. The
Flemish government intentionally chooses to
strengthen the field of clubs and societies to stimulate the contact between citizens. Nowadays,
this structure consists of one support centre and
10 national organisations. In addition, means for
projects are provided for encouraging and renewing initiatives. The local associations are financially, organisationally and artistically independent. Sometimes they receive, under certain
conditions, limited financial support from the
municipality or the province. However, the situation differs strongly.
There are still few scientific research date available about the sector. For example there are no
reliable data on the number of amateur artists.
Persons and groups are also active in youth
work, socio-cultural work for seniors and even in
the sports sector (dance). In addition, more than
150,000 students follow part-time Art Education
(out-of- school-arts education). Furthermore,
there are arrangements for socio-artistic projects, arts education institutions, etc. Today there
are 8,000 local associations, adding up to 150,000
members, who are all joined in the 10 national
amateur organisations.
Written by: Reinoud D’Haese, 2004
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THE AMATEUR ARTS IN
THE CZECH REPUBLIC
COUNTRY AND PEOPLE
The Czech Republic, formerly known as
Czechoslovakia, has a lively history, marked by
Communism and oppression. Times changed
when Michail Gorbatsjov introduced the Russian
perestroika in the mid-1980s. Supported by the
politics of the glasnost, the Czechs organised
massive public demonstrations. A week after the
fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the Velvet
Revolution brought an end to communism. On
January 1, 1993, Czechoslovakia peacefully split
into two independent countries, the Czech
Republic and Slovakia, and Havel was elected
the first president of the Czech Republic.

THE AMATEUR ARTS
The development of contemporary Czech art has
been mainly stipulated by two important political
events: the Prague Spring followed by the Soviet
invasion in 1968 and the Velvet Revolution in
1989. The periods in between are characterised
as years of demoralisation and economic
exhaustion. In these years the ‘official’ art boomed. The ‘official’ art was made for the
Communists and used as a propaganda tool of
the realistic doctrine. Autonomous art had been
condemned in that time to an underground
existence. But in spite of the oppression of the
‘unofficial’ art, the artistry of the underground
circuits flourished as never before.
In this ‘unofficial’ art we can see the precursor
of amateur arts. Artists who did not conform
themselves to the regime were excluded of state
support and got no material for their arrangement. The underground artists were not allowed
to join formal art schools and exhibit their work.
This situation forced many artists to choose another profession and only practise art as a form of
free expression.

In today’s Czech Republic the autonomous arts
no longer have to go underground. But the history of the nation is not forgotten and still has an
influence on the ideas and the form of the arts. It
also can be found again in the way of practising
the arts. Because of the years of strict separation of the official and the unofficial art, not only
the professional but also the amateur arts are
well organised. In the Czech Republic amateur
arts has nothing to do with amateurism or a lack
of quality. Woodcarving and puppeteering are
examples of high quality amateur arts (some
puppeteers are professionals). The quality of the
Czech amateur theatre groups and ensembles is
known far beyond their borders. Many amateur
theatre groups from the city of Brno have presented their art in several partner towns (there is
an international partnership with the city of
Utrecht in the Netherlands and also with the city
of St. Poelten in Austria).
The art section in the Czech culture is varied.
Czech music varies from classical to jazz and
punk. The arts consist of modern and traditional
art forms like graphic design, glassblowing,
modern theatre, puppet shows, film and animation. There is a broad spectrum of cultural influences - from liberal to traditional, from international orientated to nationalistic, from German
and Austrian influences to Hungarian and Polish.

ORGANISATION
The NIPOS (National Information and Consulting
Centre for Culture), established by the Ministry of
Culture, is the most important umbrella organisation of the Czech Republic. The main mission of
NIPOS is to support the development of sociocultural and creative activities of citizens in
areas and regions, with a view to non-professional artistic activities and the public use of works
of art.
ARTAMA is the section for non-professional
artistic activities ensuring representation in the
area of non-professional art based on authorisa-

tion by the Ministry of Culture. ARTAMA offers
and ensures specialised service in the areas of
non-professional art and children’s and youth’s
aesthetic activities. It organises or provides specialised support for workshops and seminars,
competitions and festivals.
Other sections, like CIK, REGIS and Redakce
Místní kultury collect, provide and distribute
information about a wide range of cultural institutions, cultural establishments and other subjects of culture, including bodies of state administration, municipalities and towns and civil
associations.
Written by: &Concept, 2004

VOLUNTARY ARTS IN
DENMARK
The conditions for Danish voluntary arts are
historically formed during the 19th century.
At that time, the Danish vicar and poet N.F.S.
Grundtvig (1783-1872) defined the core of popular
education and the forming of associations
(clubs) as we know them today.
Grundtvig’s cultural movement, called “Grundvigianism”, served especially by educating and
emancipating the rural population, which was at
that time the largest social group. One of the
instruments was the creation of so-called folk
high schools, where everyone could come and
study Christianity and cultural subjects and participate in the dissemination of knowledge. Today,
the plentiful associations or clubs are considered an important element – if not the core element – of Danish democracy and culture. It is
safe to say, that if two Danes share an idea, they
immediately form an association or a club.
The basic forming of associations was further
developed through the years that followed and is
today also the framework for the voluntary arts
associations – such as sports, cultural activities,
associations for handicapped people, youth or
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social associations. An association or club is
defined as an organisation of several people
who share a common interest, in which they
decide to co-operate. The association appoints a
board that defines the purpose and goals of the
association in the form of statutes, to be approved and developed by the members. All members
pay an annual fee, typically the only income of
the association to cover activities and administration. Today, many of the associations are
further organised in larger organisations, comprising many associations dealing with similar
subjects or goals.
Today many Danes are very active in the associations or in the larger umbrella organisations.
But the disciplines of amateur theatre and amateur music are very large and favoured with
state approval, meaning that they are subsidised
and acknowledged. The two disciplines together
comprise approximately 1 million active performers (out of a population of 5 million).
The Joint Council of Voluntary Arts Association
(AKKS) is a sort of ‘umbrella of umbrellas’, comprising many of the major voluntary arts organisations. It is a joint council representing 11
Danish umbrella organisations, all of them working with art and culture at amateur level. The
aim is to strengthen the voluntary work for amateurs working with art and culture. The collaboration started back in 1974, where a group of
active people in different organisations founded
The Joint Council of Amateur Choir, Orchestra
and Theatre. Through the 1970s and 1980s they
organised ‘play together’ arrangements all over
the country, and in the 1990s the name was
changed to its present name.
These member organisations of AKKS have quite
diverse economic conditions. Some of them receive subsidies from The Danish Arts Foundation
under the Ministry of Culture to cover administration and some activities. Others receive
money from the national lottery (state monopoly),
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or from the law of popular education, and some
even from municipalities or counties (typically
tied to the location of the head office). Other
organisations receive nothing and they are forced to submit their own funds etc. in order to
finance their activities and other payments. In
general, you can say that the organisations have
a so-called “patchwork economy”, meaning that
their economy is based on diverse sources and
often with no guarantee of continuation.

THE PRACTICE OF
AMATEUR ARTS
Almost half (47%) of the French population practises, during their lifetime, one or more forms of
amateur arts in their leisure time. 25% has stopped these activities. But 22% of the French population also practised one or more form of amateur arts in the past 12 months. Of the above
mentioned 47%, the number of people who practise instrumental music form the greatest part
(26%), followed by choral singing (13%).

Written by Tina Møller Jakobsen, 2004

THE AMATEUR ARTS
IN FRANCE
By order of the French Ministry of Culture researcher Olivier Donnat carried out a large-scale
research among the French population about the
practice of the amateur arts. In 1996 the results
were published in the book ‘Les Amateurs.
Enquête sur les activités artistiques des
Français’. Parallel to this research, economist
Romuald Ripon carried out the research ‘Les
poids économique des activités artistiques amateur’. Both of these give a good picture of the
French amateur arts.

figure: Percentage of Frenchmen of 15 years and older that
practised amateur arts per discipline in

%

a lifetime

the last 12 months

music instrumental

26
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music singing
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13

theatre

08

08

dance
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11

literature

15

15

visual arts

17

17

The practising of amateur arts has always
attracted more young people than adults.
Amateur arts is practised most by children of the
age category 15-19 years (62%), followed by 2024 years (61%). After the age of 25 the number of
people who practise amateur arts decreases.
Many of them stop when work and family
demand time and energy. For all disciplines the
period of adolescence is the moment to drop out.
The amateurs are organised in disciplines, such
as dance, theatre, visual arts, writing, music (and
in music, there are choirs, brass bands, electronic music and so on…). Each discipline has its
own organisation, its traditions and its own cultural set of values.
Music is the most practised art form in France. It
is also the best organised one. There are many
societies and federations which unite and represent the musicians and help them.
There are many amateur festivals throughout the
whole year and in each discipline.

GOVERNMENT
One of the aims of the Ministry of Culture is to
give everyone the opportunity to teach and to
practise arts as an amateur or a professional
artist. In order to achieve that, there are some
actions and programmes in the ministry of Youth
and Education and the ministry of Culture. The
ministry of Culture gives the amateur artist information, education and the opportunity to work
with professional artists.
There are no special governmental organisations

for amateurs, but the state and the regions have
created or granted in each region a few centres
for artistic activities. These centres offer training, teachers, information and technical help to
professionals and amateurs. This is why the
amateur will find a Theatre House, a Centre of
Polyphonic Art, a Centre of Folk music and
Dance, a Centre of Electronic Music and associations for the development of music and dance
in many departments and regions.
There are also a lot of public music, dance and
theatre schools which teach these disciplines
especially to young people and which prepare
them to practise arts as amateurs (98 %) or as
professional artists (2%). Training young people
and amateurs is also one of the artistic and social responsibilities given to professional artists.
Written by: &Concept, 2004

THE AMATEUR ARTS IN
GERMANY
FOCUS ON YOUTH
EDUCATION
In Germany the amateur arts are an important
field of action in which all disciplines are practised. The practising of music by amateur artists is
a popular one: choirs and orchestras flourish.
Especially the brass orchestras and accordion
orchestras are famous, also internationally.
A good example of the latter is the annual international accordion festival in Trossingen which
is organised by the Deutscher Harmonika
Verband. During this festival all kinds of competitions are held: for both adults and young people;
for professionals and amateurs.
Other popular disciplines in the sector of amateur arts are theatre, film and video.
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ORGANISATION
Many of the amateur cultural clubs are associated in federal organisations, which function at
the level of the ‘Bund’. They are called
Bundesverbände or Bunds. The federal organisations have membership numbers. If you are
interested in more information on amateur arts,
the policy level you should turn to is that of one
of the 16 federal states, the ‘Länder’.
The governmental grants or other kinds of financial support and interference are mainly directed
to the ‘Länder’. Often this is done by facilitating
and supporting the networks.

CULTURAL YOUTH EDUCATION
Germany has a long tradition of art education.
The definition is most of the time broader than
‘learning to participate in arts’. The development
of other aspects of human behaviour and other
kinds of intelligence are also an important goal.
The Germans have a specific term for this:
‘Bildung’. The most important target group for art
education in Germany is the youth. There are a
couple of institutions that are specialised in the
fulfilment of these art educational tasks.
The main organisation in this field is the
Bundesvereinigung Kulturelle Jugendbildung
(BKJ, German Union of Federal Associations for
Cultural Youth Education). The BKJ is an umbrella organisation and the government’s key partner
in the field of cultural youth education in the
Federal Republic of Germany. The BKJ consists
of forty-eight specialised organisations and federal associations that are active in cultural education of young people in Germany. They work
towards a common goal: the promotion and
advancement of in-school and out-of-school cultural education of children and young people.
Each year more than ten million young people
participate in the seminars, projects, competitions and events which are organised by BKJ
members. These activities cover all disciplines:
visual art, music, drama, theatre, dance, literature, photography, film, computer art and video.
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In co-operation with the Remscheid Academy,
the BKJ supports an interdisciplinary documentation and information service for young people:
the Dokumentationsstelle Kulturelle Bildung
[Documentation Centre for Cultural Education].
The BKJ is also member of the art and education
network, the European Forum for the Arts and
Heritage (EFAH), and Culturelink, the network for
research and co-operation in cultural development.
Written by: &Concept, 2004

AMATEUR ARTS IN MOROCCO
Amateur arts include all sorts of arts and skills
that an amateur artist performs during his spare
time. Hence, most of the amateur artists have
their own jobs and don’t take art as a profession.
This is the definition of amateur arts in Morocco,
as Mohammed Benjeddi, actor and director from
Oujda, Morocco, told us the very first day of
searching for information on amateur arts in
Morocco. We found his theatre group and association on the World Wide Web. During the
months that followed, he told us by bits and pieces all he knew about amateur arts in his country and he gave us the e-mail addresses of close
friends: two directors, a teacher of classic Arab
language, a scriptwriter and a female professional artist (she told us that she is definitely the
only female professional artist in the region).
From them we tried to understand how it is to be
an amateur artist in Morocco.
Our questions sometimes were ‘very Dutch’; for
example every time when we tried to find out
‘how it is organised’ and ‘who is financing’ and
‘whether any figures are known about the number of people practising’. Most of the time there
was no answer to these questions. “Yes, there is
a lot of amateur art in Morocco; no, we don’t
know how much”. Everyone we talked to was
very sure that there is no such thing as a govern-

mental policy on amateur arts.
The arts, including amateur arts, have strong links
with tradition and the Islamic religion. Rituals and
celebrations play an important role. Handicrafts
are very well developed, there are many people
nowadays who are very skilled in weaving, ceramics, tanning and the making of mosaics, but they
don’t call themselves amateur artists.
Adil Semmar, film critic and journalist, director of
MaghrebArts magazine - we got in contact by
the internet too - told us that the difference between professional and amateur artists in
Morocco is not very clear. Most professional
artists don’t earn enough money to make a good
living, so they need to have another job next to
their profession. If the definition of an amateur
artist is “someone making art in his spare time”,
then that definition also includes these professional artists.
Amateur artists or amateur groups in Morocco
don’t receive any subsidies; they themselves pay
for everything they make or produce. Sometimes,
and that is the case with handicrafts, professional artists can get a state subsidy.
The Ministry of Youth and Sport supervises
amateur arts in Morocco. Youth centres are
built and managed by this ministry and all the
different amateur associations are part of it.
There are more than 162 amateur theatre
groups supervised by the Moroccan
Federation of Amateur Theatre (FNTA:
Féderation Nationale de Théâtre en Amateur)
which itself belongs to the Ministry of Youth
and Sport. The FNTA only supervises theatre.
Other federations and organisations are responsible for music and other disciplines. In
order to find out more about the quantitative
side of arts, e.g. the number of persons involved
in amateur arts, Mohammed Benjeddi referred
us to the Ministry of Culture, so we wrote to the
Ministry of Youth and Sport and to the Ministry of
Culture. They never answered.

“In our association AFMIK (Alliance FrancoMarocaine Ibn Khaldoun) there are more than
200 participants”, Mohammed told us. ‘AFMIK,
where our troupe, La Voile, works, was established according to the law of 1958 concerning
associations in Morocco. In our troupe most of
the comedians and the artists belong to the
Ministry of Education, in other words, they are
all teachers. Our troupe organises many different
activities such as theatre, artistic workshops,
cinema centre, artistic dance and workshops on
singing. Nevertheless, theatre is the cornerstone
in our association. It is given a lot of importance.
I am the president of the association. I write
most of the plays performed by this troupe and I
am the stage director. I also supervise workshops for young members’.
Written by: &Concept, 2004

THE NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
COUNTRY AND PEOPLE
The Netherlands Antilles are an integral part of
the Netherlands. They are located in the
Caribbean Sea and comprise two island groups of
three islands each: the Netherlands Leeward
Islands and the Netherlands Windward islands.
Today Curaçao is still a part of the Dutch colonies,
together with Bonaire, Saba, St. Eustatius and St.
Maarten. Aruba became autonomous in 1986.
The population of these islands consists of a
multicultural community. The original inhabitants
were Indians. The biggest part of the population
is descendant from the slaves and the rest are
immigrants like Dutch, English, Portuguese,
Spanish and Indians. In order to be able to communicate with each other, the different origins
developed a new language: Papiamentu, a new
language that has elements of all languages of
the people mentioned before in it.
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THE AMATEUR ARTS
According to Fina Ferreira (owner of a dance art
school in Curaçao) the amateur arts are recreational forms of spending time. The emphasis of
this recreation lays on dancing, singing and
painting. In the Netherlands Antilles amateur
arts is not a field on its own but functions as a
precursory as well as a preparation for the professional arts. This becomes clear when you
look at the practitioners of the arts. Many of the
dancers and singers start dancing and singing
as a social recreational after-school activity. But
the main goal of these activities is to become a
professional. In other disciplines like visual arts
the practitioners are not professional, but do aim
at a commercial market.
The arts from the Netherlands Antilles have their
own sound. Music and dance have been influenced by the different origins that inhabit the
islands. Traditional sounds have roots in slavery,
like the usage of steel pans, and tiny percussion
instruments are combined with modern beats
and popular music. You can hear the typical
Caribbean sound in the Carnival parade (Tumba
Festival) and the Sehu Parade (Tambu), which
are the main events of the year.

ORGANISATION
As shown above there is a thin line between professional and amateur arts; not only in practice
but also in the organisation.
The arts and culture were funded by the Dutch
government until 1998. The advice organ of the
Antilles, the OKSNA, received a yearly subsidy of
approximately € 2,000,000 to maintain the arts
and culture of the Antilles community. In 1999 the
OKSNA originally would be replaced by the new
Fund for Antillean Culture (FAC) but foundered in
the transitional phase.
Today the only umbrella organisation is Kas di
Cultura, the former Department of Culture, which
is a part of the Antilles Ministry. In the future
they plan to get special consultants for the diffe-
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rent art disciplines, but the arts and culture are
merely a part of other sectors like economy or
education.
Because of the lack of subsidy granted by the
government, many cultural centres on the
islands find themselves in an insecure financial
situation. Some of them are using their financial
reserves or even stopped their activities. The
cultural centres, art institutions and individual
artist now mainly rely on donations and subsidies given by companies.
Written by: &Concept, 2004

SURINAM
COUNTRY AND PEOPLE
At the end of the Second Anglo-Dutch War in
1667, the Netherlands ceded New Amsterdam
(New York) in exchange for Surinam. Surinam
became a Dutch colony and is now the only
Dutch-speaking country on the continent of South
America. As happened in all of the Caribbean,
many people either came or were brought to
Surinam. Some of them developed roots in their
new country, whereas in other cases whole generations continued to other destinations. Those
who stayed, built a multicultural society.
Surinam counts approximately 400,00 inhabitants, half of them lives in its capital Paramaribo.
In the city the most considerable groups are:
★ Hindus (35%)
★ Afro-Surinamese (32%)
★ Javanese (15%)
★ Indians (2,5%)
★ Chinese (2%)
★ Maroons (2%)
Growing nationalism since the Second World
War resulted in Independence in 1975. Part of
the development of the independent state was
the development of the typically Surinamese
"politics of reconciliation". When the Directorate

of Culture was founded in 1980, the need to
become familiar with each other’s culture was
formulated as one of its goals.
Attempts to discuss art in the multicultural setting of Surinam reveal different outlooks. Which
cultural expressions should be considered art?
Where does craft end and art begin?

THE AMATEUR ARTS
Surinamese have no specific definition for amateur arts. For them the word amateur arts has
the negative sound of amateurism. Still there are
numerous groups and individuals who practice
art ‘for leisure’, ‘as a hobby’ or ‘at festive occasions’. These practitioners outnumber the professional artists if you follow the western definition of professional artists, because nobody can
live from his artworks. Therefore in Surinam a
strict separation between professional and amateur art is not relevant.
Art plays an important role in the identity of different sections in the community. You can hear the
Afro-Surinam tradition in the Kawina-music, see
the Javanese in the Jawa-doll and Gamelan and
the Hindu tradition in Baithakgana.
As far as the practice of the different disciplines
is concerned, Surinam does not differ much from
Europe. There is a lot of music, e.g. different
ensembles, choirs and brass bands, organised
writers and visual artists, theatre (mainly folk
theatre) and the art of dance.

ORGANISATION
In 1998, visual artists working in Surinam organised themselves in the FVAS, the Federation of
Visual Artists in Surinam. FVAS is not only active
in Surinam, but also internationally; it organised
the Surinamese participation in the Fourth
Caribbean Biennial in Santo Domingo. Some
amateur writers are united in the Writers group
’77. Once a month this group has a literary evening in the art pub Tori Hoso and it has a radio
programme on SRS (Surinam Radio Foundation).

In Surinam there is no umbrella organisation for
the arts. They have a Management of Arts, part
of the Ministry of Science and Culture, but
although the intention is good there is no money
for the organisation of arts.
The world outside is enormously attractive,
especially for the younger generation in this
small country, and so people keep leaving. But
with all that coming and leaving, international
exchange in the arts has become important, also
for those who have stayed in Surinam.
Written by: &Concept, 2004

THE NETHERLANDS
In 2000 Motivaction (office for research and strategy) carried out a research on the practice of the
amateur arts in the Netherlands. 36% of the Dutch
population between the age of 15 and 80 years
weekly spend over 50 minutes per week on one or
more expressions of the amateur arts.
When spread over the different disciplines this
results in:
Audiovisual

14%

Visual

15%

Dance

8%

Music

12%

Literature

3%

Theatre

1%

(Added up this is more than 36% because of the ones who
practise more disciplines)

The greater part of the amateurs is organised in
theatre companies, music ensembles or dance
groups. And even individual artists, such as pain-
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ters, writers or moviemakers are often members
of a club. And the Netherlands wouldn’t be the
Netherlands if the greater part of those clubs
weren’t members of a federation of clubs.
The federations look after the interests of the joint
associations, they take care of tuning to each
other, they negotiate with tax authorities and
unions, they discuss matters of copyright and they
manage libraries. Federations can also function as
organisers of festivals and competitions.
The Dutch amateur arts stand out because of their
diversity. The six disciplines mentioned above can
be endlessly divided in specialist disciplines, varying from paper folding to jewellery design, from
playing a mouth-organ in an ensemble to twirling, from tango dancing to classical ballet.

NATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
Four national institutions for amateur arts can be
identified. These are: Unisono (music), the
National Centre for Amateur Dance (LCA), the
Foundation for Visual Amateur Arts (SBA) and
Theaterwerk NL (theatre).
In addition, there are also national institutions for
literature and pop music. These institutions,
however, also involve professional arts. All of
these institutions are financed by the state. The
national institutions for the amateur arts employ
over 40 people all together.
The Platform for Amateur Arts (PAK) is the
umbrella organisation of all national institutions.
Through the PAK platform, information can be
exchanged, especially when more art disciplines
are involved. Joint action can then easily be
undertaken, as is the case in the following topical issues:
★ improving the position of the amateur arts
★ representing the amateur arts
★ quality evaluation in the amateur arts
education
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GOVERNMENT
Dutch national government formulates policy
goals for the field of the amateur arts. This policy
is formulated for a period of four years. In the
period 2001-2004 important policy issues were
cultural diversity, cultural entrepreneurship and
the improvement of the reach of cultural goods.
Points for policy for the period 2005-2008 are
being formulated at this moment.
Apart from national government, the 12 provinces also finance the amateur arts. Mostly these
are means for incentive projects. The most
important public financing institutions, however,
are the municipalities; they are responsible for
maintaining the local infrastructure.
Written by: &Concept, 2004

THE AMATEUR ARTS
IN TURKEY
AMATEURS & PROFESSIONALS
In Turkey, the amateur arts do not form a separate sector within the cultural field. Professional
arts are not clearly separated from the amateur
arts. Artists start as an amateur, and as experience grows and vocational art education is
successfully accomplished, these artists grow
towards a professional status. The more serious
and devoted an artist works and the more works
he sells - for instance in the tourist industry - the
bigger the chance that he will be considered a
professional artist.
It is difficult to distinguish between the arts,
crafts and folklore. The difference is not substantial and also not very important. Knitting
wear - you can easily find socks displayed in a
contemporary arts exhibition - is a clear example
of that. The division of the arts in disciplines is
not very important in Turkey. Maybe this urge to
categorise is typically Dutch. However, this also
means that there is no such thing as an ‘amateur
arts specialist’; it is not known whether research
has been done in this field and research data are

not available.
In Turkey the most important thing is the idea
that an artist gives ‘ask’ to his work. This stands
for love, devotion and passion. Dedication and
the disciplined way of working ultimately make
the artefact a work of art.
Islamic visual art varies substantially from
western art, which is primarily due to restrictions
in the Koran on depicting the human form.
Rather than representing the profane world, the
perfection of Ottoman art lies in the pure balance of colour, line and rhythm in geometric patterns and designs. Of the Ottoman arts,
Calligraphy was the most important.
Traditional arts are highly valued and they are
fostered in today’s Turkey. The cliché image of
Turkish arts as tapestries, ceramics and copperware is still presented to tourists, but also in the
cultural shows on TRT-international (Turkish broadcasting in Europe).

CULTURAL POLICY,
AMATEUR ARTS AND
HALKEVLERI
[COMMUNITY CENTRES]
Cultural policy by Ataturk (1923-1938) has been of
great importance for both professional and amateur arts. An important field of interest within this
cultural policy was: bringing the art to the people. There were two main policy goals: cultural
decentralisation and the concentration of the
artistic experience.
The main instrument for this policy goal were the
so-called ‘halkevleri’ [community centres] in the
cities and the ‘halkodalari’ [community homes] in
small villages. These cultural community centres
provided for the space, materials and opportunities for aspiring amateurs to actively and/or passively take part in courses on the arts and culture in all disciplines. Art disciplines were shaped
in a modernist, western way. Professional artists
in the performing arts, music and the visual and
plastic arts provided for shows and exhibitions.
Also an extensive number of courses was being
offered, taught by professional artists. A lot of

contemporary artists once started their careers
as an amateur in the halkevleri.
In the sixties and seventies a lot of the halkevleri
were closed down, due to changing political
insights. Later on, some of them were restored
and nowadays they are used again.

STATE GALLERIES AND
ARTISTIC INITIATIVES
In almost every Turkish city there is a secretary
for cultural affairs. Smaller cities have their own
state-owned galleries, in larger towns, the state
galleries are often connected to a museum.
Cultural participation, education and the dissemination of the arts and culture among the general
public are their most important tasks.
The tasks of the Directorates of State Fine Art
Galleries (on national scale there are 45 galleries) include primarily the organisation of exhibitions and as an additional function they provide
extended education by organising conferences,
panels, film and slide shows, and workshops and
courses. Thus, they strive to develop the artistic
taste and competence and offer exhibition opportunities to the mature and young artists working in
this field, as well as the amateurs.
The state galleries function as starting points for
young and promising artists, but they also provide
for a place where the amateur arts can be practised. Education is of major importance in these
centres; art courses are offered at minimum costs.
Artist initiatives and artistic groups also provide
for a lively supply of art courses. This nicely
adds up to the income of the (visual) artists.
Private initiatives can also be partly state subsidised. Students are mainly middle-aged, middleand upper-class women, but also younger people find their way to the courses, especially
when they want to apply for the Art Academy.
Amateur artists can use these courses to obtain
a more professional status.
Istanbul clearly is Turkey’s centre for everything
connected to the arts and culture. Most schools
for arts education are situated here. For instance, in Istanbul, The Birlik Foundation gives week-
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end lessons in Turkish calligraphy. The courses
last for three months. The Centre for Turkish
Handcrafts at the Medrese of Caferaga offers
courses in many fields including Turkish calligraphy, paper marbling, wood carving and inlaying
mother-of-pearl and the musical instruments ney,
ud, guitar, kanun and the violin. Private lessons
are offered in numerous disciplines, ranging
from belly dance to the marbling of paper and
many kinds of music: folkloric, Turkish, classical,
religious, gypsy, ethnic, etc.
But: playing the saz is the most popular thing to
do: 30% of all Turks play this instrument. This
often has a religious connotation. Folkloric arts
often form the basis for contemporary art forms.
Turks love singing; television shows provide for a
platform for singing and music.
Written by: &Concept, 2004

THE VOLUNTARY ARTS IN THE UK
The Voluntary Arts Network aims to promote participation in the arts and crafts, recognising that
they are a key part of our culture and that they are
vital to our health, social and economic development.
VAN works with policy makers, funders and politicians to improve the environment for everyone
participating in the arts, from small local groups to
large national organisations, and we provide information, advice and training to those who participate in the voluntary arts sector. This includes
over 300 national and regional umbrella bodies,
and through them, their member groups of local
voluntary arts practitioners.
Over half the UK adult population is involved in the
voluntary arts and crafts - those arts and crafts
that people undertake for self-improvement, social
networking and leisure, but not primarily for payment. The range of art forms is wide and includes
folk, dance, drama, literature, media, music, visual
arts, crafts and applied arts, and festivals.
Since the Second World War there has been an
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extraordinary expansion of the arts in Britain and
the sector has become a major public policy issue.
There is now a recognised belief that people of all
ages, abilities and cultures, wherever they live,
have a right to define, create and actively participate in the arts activities of their choice. This
echoes the thrust of the department of National
Heritage's document ' People Taking Part':
''Celebrating our shared culture means not just
admiring the achievements of professional actors,
musicians and craftsmen, but having a go ourselves. Participation in the arts and crafts represents
a key element in this country’s cultural fabric, with
well over 20 million adults (UK wide) being involved in pursuits of this kind.''
Many voluntary artists see their involvement mainly as a hobby but just as many are deeply committed to their work. Participating in artistic activity
enables people of all backgrounds to grow in confidence, communicate well and release their potential in different fields. Their activities also pump
many millions of pounds into the UK economy and
play a vital role in promoting community cohesion.
Research commissioned in 1991 by the Arts
Council of Great Britain during the preparation of
the National Arts and Media Strategy from RSGB
revealed that 53 percent of adults claimed to
take an active part in some form of the arts and
crafts, but not as a profession. It is worth noting
that at that stage 1 percent represented 450,000
adult participants.
Given that there are 20 million adults in the UK
and 11 million voluntary arts groups varying between 6 to 150 members, each having 4 or 5 people actively involved in the groups as committee
members, organisers, etc. there are roughly 1015 million cultural volunteers.
VAN has five centres: the Voluntary Arts
Network at its core working across the UK and
Republic of Ireland as well as Voluntary Arts
Wales, Voluntary Arts Scotland, Voluntary Arts
Ireland and Voluntary Arts England.
Written by Whitney Goulstone, 2004

Since the Second World
War there has been an
extraordinary expansion
of the arts in Britain and
the sector has become a
major public policy issue.
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MAP OF THE CITY OF UTRECHT > OPENING HOURS
MARKETS > TAXI > PUBLIC TRANSPORT
RESTAURANTS > BARS
OPENING HOURS

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

The Utrecht shops are open on Mondays from
1 p.m. – 6 p.m. Tuesdays to Fridays from 9 a.m. –
6 p.m. Saturdays 9 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Hoog Catharijne shopping mall: Mondays from 11
a.m. – 6 p.m. Tuesdays to Fridays from 9.30 a.m. –
6 p.m. Saturdays 9 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Travel Information (+31) (0)900 9292 (€ 0.50 per
minute) International trains (+31) (0)900 9296
Train taxi (+31) (0) 900 8734682
Or go to the GVU Information Kiosk at the city
bus station. For bus and tram a so-called ‘strippenkaart’ is required. You can buy these tickets
at the Central Station, GVU, Bruna bookshop or
tobacco shop. Taxi: (+31) (0)900 8294

BANKING HOURS
Business hours differ per bank. Most banks are
open from Tuesday to Friday between 9 a.m. and
4 p.m. On Mondays business hours start mainly
at 1 p.m. On Saturdays and Sundays banks are
closed. GWK (travel exchange) offices are open
7 days a week.
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BIKE RENTAL
Bicycles are for rent in the city of Utrecht.
The rate is approximately € 5.90 per day.
Most shops require a deposit between
€ 23 and € 45. Furthermore you must show a

passport for identification purposes.
The Utrecht railway station rents out bicycles:
NS Rijwielshop [bike rental]
phone : (+31) (0)30 2311159
location Jaarbeursplein-west and Stationsplein

Agricultural fair Vredenburg Fridays,
noon - 6 p.m.
Fabrics Breedstraat; Saturdays 8 a.m. - 1 p.m..
Second-hand things St. Jacobsstraat
Saturdays, 8 a.m. - 2 p.m.

PARKING

RESTAURANTS IN UTRECHT
CITY CENTRE

Free parking or inexpensive parking is available
in the P+R parking areas at the railway stations
or at the “Transferium”, located in the outskirts
of the city. Many people find it easier to choose
one of these options and take advantage of
public transportation.
Parking facilities in a multi-storey car park is
available close to the conference venue, in
Vredenburg (entry Rijnkade), Radboud (entry
Stationsstraat), Jaarbeursplein. Open 24/7,
costs approx: € 1,85 h. Multi-storey car park
information (+31) (0)30-2337611

TELEPHONE SERVICES
Telephone numbers within Holland
(+31) (0)900 8008
Telephone numbers abroad (+31) (0)900 8418
Operator (+31) (0)800 0410
Collect call (+31) (0)800 0101

TOURIST INFORMATION
VVV Utrecht
Vinkenburgstraat 19
3512 AA Utrecht
Tel.: (+31) (0)900-1288732 (€ 0.50 per minute)

MARKETS IN UTRECHT
(OPEN AIR)
Vredenburg Wednesdays 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.,
Fridays, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. and
Saturdays 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.;
Flower market Oudegracht
Saturdays, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Mediterranean food- tapas /mezze
★ Abrikoos, Mediterranean Tapasbar
Oudegracht 145-147, Utrecht
Phone (+31) (0)30-2332616
★ De Eetkamer
Steenweg 29, Utrecht
Phone (+31) (0)30-2328011
★ Het Zuiden
Mariastraat 4, Utrecht
Phone (+31) (0)30-232 58 48
★ De Minnarij
Korte Jansstraat 4, Utrecht
Phone (+31) (0)30-231 29 58
★ Toque Toque
Oudegracht 138, Utrecht
Phone (+31) (0)30-231 87 87
French / international food
★ Mas
Schalkwijkstraat 26, Utrecht
Phone (+31) (0)30-230 22 29
★ Winkel van Sinkel
Oudegracht 158, Utrecht
Phone (+31) (030-230 30 30
★ Lokaal 9
Trans 7, Utrecht
Phone (+31) (0)30-231 13 18
Indian / Japanese / Thai / Vietnamese
★ Restaurant Le:en
Westerkade 37, Utrecht
Phone (+31) (0)30-2511411
fast food / Dutch / take out
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★ Broodje Ploff
Ganzenmarkt 20, Utrecht
Phone (+31) (0)30-231 19 35
opening hours 11.00-24.00, Thurs. - Sat.
until 03.00, Sunday 13.00-21.00

★ Internetcafe Time 2 Surf
Oudegracht 112
phone (030)2432094
Opening hours: Mon. - Sat. 09-23 hrs,
Sunday 12-23 hrs
costs: € 2,50 h

NIGHTLIFE IN UTRECHT

ART4ALL IS SPONSORED BY

Police, fire brigade, ambulance 112
National number police,
no emergency: (+31) (0)900 8844
Road patrol; ANWB (+31) (0)800 0888

➪

➪

★ Stadskasteel Oudaen Proeflokaal
Oudegracht 99
+31 (0)30-2311864
★ Storm Café Restaurant
Mariaplaats 50
+31 (0)30 2300055
★ Stadscafé Broers
Janskerkhof 9
030-2343406

NATIONAL EMERGENCY
NUMBERS

ART4ALL IS ORGANISED BY

➪

STEERING COMMITTEE
Jeroen Schrijner, Unisono, director // Dutch Platform for Amateur Arts, chairman
Steven Scholten, Dutch Fund for Amateur Art and Performing Arts, Amateur Arts, Music
Jantien Hadders, City of Utrecht, Cultural Affairs
Catherine Peters Sengers, Province of Utrecht, Cultural Affairs
Appie Alferink, ZIMIHC, director
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Province of Utrecht
• HEDY D’ANCONA, former Minister of Culture
• HANS VAN MANEN, resident choreographer of
the Nederlands Dans Theater and photographer
• CORNEILLE, visual artist
• JEROEN KRABBÉ, actor, director, visual artist
• JAAP VAN ZWEDEN, conductor

Recommending Committee

Art4all is organised on the initiative of the
Dutch Platform for Amateur Arts and the Dutch
Fund for Amateur Art and Performing Arts.

• ANNIE BROUWER-KORF, mayor of the
municipality of Utrecht
• MR. B. STAAL, Queen’s Commissioner of the

Art4all is supported by the Dutch Platform for
Amateur Arts, the Dutch Fund for Amateur
Art and Performing Arts, the City of Utrecht,
the Province of Utrecht, the VSB Foundation
and the Prince Bernhard Cultural Foundation.
Art4all is part of the programme Treaty of
Utrecht 2013.
Programme Committee
Hans Lamers
Unisono, advisory expert music
Rozemarijn Schouwenaar
LCA, advisory expert dance
Co Vleeshouwer
SBA, advisory expert film and video
Frits Achten
SBA, advisory expert visual arts
Robbert Baars
Theaterwerk NL, advisory expert theatre
Art4all is organised by &Concept, an agency for advice, design and project organisation in Rotterdam.
Art@Utrecht.nl is organised by ZIMIHC,
Amateur Arts Utrecht.
The Dutch Amateur Arts Gala is organised
by the national institutions for the amateur
arts: Unisono, SBA, LCA and Theaterwerk NL.
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&Concept is an agency for advice, design
and project organisation in the field of (amateur) arts and culture. &Concept produced
and organised a number of music festivals,
created a cultural atlas of the province of
Zuid-Holland, wrote a policy paper on the
Amateur Arts for the municipalities of Delft
and Lisse, organises the national drawing
and painting contest: Het Talens Palet and
organised Art4all. The latter is commissioned by the PAK and the FAPK.
Two people work at &Concept: Remko van
Bork en Machteld Dicke. For the organisation of Art4all, the organisation was expanded by Miranda Groen, Karlijn Ernst and
Dorian Hill.
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next time

36% of the Dutch
practice amateur arts
over 50 minutes per week
WWW.AMATEURARTS.NL

36%
of
the
Dutch
Amateur arts sounds
practice
amateur arts
amateurish…
and 50
that’s
is not
over
minutes
perwhat
week
we are talking about,
or is it?

